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Basketball preview edition

NEWSWIRE
Responses to Sex Week vary
BY SOONDOS MULLA-OSSMAN on the usage of the hashtag
“#KissMyPink.”
Copy Editor
Controversy
sparked
with the launch of Xavier’s
first-ever “Sex Week.” However, as Aimee Boivin and Devi
Jagadesan acknowledged, that
was kind of the point.
“It’s to cause some controversy, to cause some conversation points,” Jagadesan, the
Student Government Association’s student rights and
identity chair, said, “and we’re
reaching that goal right now.”
Boivin, president of Xavier
Democrats, added, “We just
want to challenge the status
quo, specifically on the university’s policy regarding birth
control and contraceptives on
campus.”
The mixed feedback stems
from a video released Nov. 6
entitled “Kiss My Pink XU.”
The video was produced in
collaboration with Xavier
Against Sexual Assault to
“raise awareness of the importance of student accessibility to birth control and
contraception,” according to
the description included on
the YouTube page.
The same day, the Xavier College Republicans released a public statement on
its Twitter page commenting

After affirming that the
group “stands with the survivors of sexual assault,” the
statement explains that the
club is not sponsoring Sex
Week because the hashtag
comes from the social justice
movement “The Lipstick Lobby,” which “sells the lipstick
‘Kiss my pink’ and donates
100% of the profits to Planned
Parenthood,” according to the
statement. It further says that
the club condemns the use of
the hashtag “as the posters do
not explain that (it) supports
Planned Parenthood.”
“Being against sexual assault and raising awareness
about it is a no-brainer issue
for everyone,” senior Philosophy, Politics and the Public
major Evan Ward said, “but I
think how they’re going about
it… is unnecessarily politicizing the issue.”
Ward also expressed concern about the potential message being sent by the video.
“Even though the video
pointed out that less than 54
percent of us are Catholic,”
Ward said, “it’s still a Catholic
institution regardless of the
demographics. If we’re going
to call ourselves a Catholic
university, we should act like

a Catholic university.”
Boivin said that the College
Republicans were invited to
be a part of Sex Week.
“They opted not to respond
to my email,” Boivin said.
“Had they decided to actually
be part of the week, I would
have welcomed a discussion.”
Where Jagadesan, Boivin
and Ward do agree is that sex
education is lacking on campus and that action should be
taken to rectify that. Biovin
and Jagadesan expressed interest in making Sex Week an
annual event.
Despite the discord, Sex
Week continues. Tuesday
night, a fundraiser for Women Helping Women was held
at Delicio Pizza. Students
could order a pizza or a “kiss
my pink” drink, which, as
the name suggests, was pink
in color and fruity in flavor.
Today from 11a.m.-2p.m., a
photoshoot will be held in
the Fenwick Atrium in which
students can have photos
taken of themselves holding
signs with statements such as
“shameless” and “my body my
choice.”
“It’s going to be awesome,
it’s going to be fun,” Jagadesan said. “They get to wear
pink lipstick. It’s just going to
be all around a great time.”

tion from the Xavier community, and Professor Gollar’s
research was very instrumental in how we shaped the conversations,” Sen said.
At the meeting, Dr. Randy
Browne of the history department led a discussion on the
first segment of the group’s
mission, which is to “re-write
the narrative of Xavier’s history (and that of the Catholic
church) to include its reliance
on and foundation in the institution of slavery,” according
to a provided handout.
He highlighted several
ways in which the university
could achieve this goal, such
as revisions to Mission and
Identity pamphlets, updating
Manresa and other orientation activities and creating
a visible display in Fenwick
Place so members of the community can reflect on the university’s history. The working
group would also like the university to make a public statement acknowledging “the real
and everlasting impact of
slavery,” in an attempt to remember the past with an educated eye to the future.
Two student members of
the working group, Rhandi
Wallace and Sean James, led a

discussion on how to engage
students in the conversation
about slavery and Xavier moving forward, beyond Manresa
and GOA. Proposals included
the hiring of a director for
Gender and Diversity Studies
to spearhead a program called
“Social and Cultural Analysis,” the development of an
Africana Studies scholarship
program to encourage participation in the scholarly discussion surrounding the African
diaspora and the creation of
a study abroad experience
in western African nations,
where the legacy of slavery
can be studied at its roots.
Each of these proposals
aims for institutional restorative justice, avenues by which
the university can attempt to
make amends for past injustices and play an active role in
the future of racial justice.
Finally, Smythe arrived at
the topic most of those present had come to debate: renaming Fenwick Place. Currently, suggestions from the
working group include Magis
Hall and Solidarity Hall as a
tribute to the university’s Jesuit heritage. Ideas also include honoring Black leaders
such as Augustus Tolton, a
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In case you missed it...
Chartwells plan brought to SGA
Vice President of Auxiliary Services Jude
Kiah will report to the Senate on Monday at 3 p.m. This meeting, like all Senate
meetings, is open for all students to attend. Efforts are being made to hold the
meeting in the Arrupe Overlook, but a set
location has not yet been determined.

Senate elections begin Nov. 15
Senate elections will start a week from
today. Visit xaviernewswire.com to learn
who’s running and to read the responses
to each candidate’s questionnaire.

Where’s last week’s Newswire?
Due to school-wide technical issues, the
Newswire was unable to publish a print
edition last week. All articles can be found
online at xaviernewswire.com

Ideas for Fenwick re-name offered
BY RYAN KAMBICH
Copy Editor

The working group tasked
with recommending name
changes for Fenwick Place
met with students, staff and
faculty on Wednesday, Nov. 1,
to discuss how the university
should proceed in grappling
with the history of Bishop
Edward Fenwick. The group
led by Dr. Kyra Shahid, associate director of the Center
for Diversity and Inclusion,
and Dr. Kathleen Smythe of
the history department consists of 12 members including
faculty, staff and students and
was commissioned by Father
Michael Graham, president,
to offer recommendations
about name changes for Fenwick Place.
This followed the discovery
that Fenwick, the founder of
Xavier University, had owned
slaves during his lifetime;
these findings were expanded
upon by research from Dr. C.
Walker Gollar of the theology department. Dr. Amit Sen,
a professor in the economics
department and a member of
the working group, explained
that preliminary research began in the summer.
“We’ve had some participa-

former slave and the first African American Roman Catholic
priest, and Marian Spencer,
the first Black woman to be
elected to the Cincinnati City
Council. Another suggestion
is “Persons from Other Places,” honoring the legacy of
those forgotten by the cruelty
of the slave trade.
There remains debate as to
whether the name “Fenwick
Place” should be changed at
all. Some argue that changing
the name is an act of erasing
the past and is an attempt to
deliberately forget the painful history that Xavier must
grapple with. By keeping the
name, the Xavier community
is forced to continue the conversation about slavery and
the university.
“I’m not sure what direction we would go,” Sen said.
“Personally, I think a hyphenated name would be very interesting — to have a ‘Fenwick slash something.’ I do
feel removing Fenwick completely erases from the memory. On the one hand, replacing
it has its own virtues. Having
a hyphenated name allows us
to perpetuate the conversation, because it will always be
in our memory. ”

Ihsan Walker, a sophomore
biology major, disagreed. “I
think renaming the building
makes a statement, to not only
the city of Cincinnati and the
state, but to the nation as well,
especially in such times as
we’re in. It shows that Xavier
takes a stand on injustice, even
though that wasn’t Bishop
Fenwick’s whole story.”
James, a senior history major and “Fenwick Fellow” who
worked alongside Gollar this
summer, agreed with Walker.
“I was unsure at first,”
James said. “It was nice to
hear different opinions, but
the more I thought about it, I
definitely agree that the name
should be changed, solely because there are certain sins
that are unforgivable, and
slavery is an unforgivable sin.”
Sen acknowledged that
the working group has yet to
reach a consensus. Graham
has asked for clear recommendations within the next
few weeks, and he hopes to
take action on some of these
recommendations during the
spring semester. The working
group hopes to have one final
public forum to finalize its
recommendations with input
from the community.
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On-campus chapel breaks ground
The new building will be transported in one piece from Anderson Township

Rendering courtesy of MSA Architects

The new Our Lady of Peace Chapel will be transported from the Williams family estate in Anderson Township. The Williams family, for whom the
Williams College of Business is named, is donating the structure in its entirety that has been sitting on their property for over 100 years.

BY HEATHER GAST
Guest Writer

The ground broke for the
Our Lady of Peace Chapel relocation project last week after nearly two years of planning. The existing structure
is being uprooted from the
Williams’ family property in
Anderson Township and reconstructed at the end of the
academic mall between Schott
and Edgecliff halls. Both the

Williams family, which was
responsible for funding Xavier’s Williams College of Business, and the critical donors
responsible for Bellarmine
Chapel were devout Catholics. The Our Lady of Peace
Chapel was built on the family’s property in the 1910’s but
has not been in use. The chapel was used as a private space
of devotion for the Williams
family as well as the site for

family weddings and baptisms
through most of the 20th
century. Thomas Williams
approached Father Michael
Graham, president, in December 2015, wanting to donate
the chapel to the university
to preserve the historic structure.
According to Vice President of Physical Plant Robert Sheeran, the creation of
Physical Plant’s master plans

   
Nov. 1, 11:19 p.m. —
Xavier Police assisted Residence Life with a room
search in Kuhlman Hall. A
pair of fictitious IDs were
confiscated and the student
was referred to the code of
conduct process.
Nov. 2, 4:34 p.m. — A
non-student found acting
suspiciously around the
university residence on
Dana Avenue was arrested for criminal trespassing
and drug abuse.
Nov. 3, 12:39 a.m. —
Xavier Police assisted Residence Life with a room
search in Fenwick Place. A
small amount of drugs and
paraphernalia were confiscated. Residence Life will
follow up.
Nov. 4, 4:13 p.m. — A
student carrying an open
container of alcohol while
walking down the 1900
block of Cleneay Avenue

  





Well, at least it’s
not your aunt...
Oct. 31, 7:25 p.m. —
An employee reported
the theft of a cardboard
cutout of a Game of
Thrones character from
the Fenwick Place lobby.
There are no identified
suspects at the moment.
was referred to the code of
conduct process.
Nov. 5, 11:38 a.m. — Xavier Police received a report
from a patron attending the
men’s basketball game the day
before that their vehicle was
missing after the event. After
checking around campus, the
patron decided to report the
missing vehicle. A short time

later, with the help of officers on patrol, the vehicle
was located at University
Station.
Nov. 5, 5:02 p.m. — Xavier Police, Residence Life and
Cincinnati Fire responded to
Commons Apartments for a
fire alarm. Students cooking
on the third floor activated a
smoke detector. The system
was reset.

“don’t happen in a vacuum.”
The 2005 Master Plan was
constructed by a committee
within Physical Plant that
drew upon feedback from
alumni, students, donors and
community members who
live in the neighborhoods surrounding the campus.
The project falls in line
with two main parts of the
2005 Master Plan: to create
a collection of memorable

spaces on campus and to make
Xavier a walkable campus.
Sheeran aspires to create
the charming chapel and adjoining cottage garden as not
only a memorable space, but
also refers to the future chapel as a “jewel box” on campus
— something that draws attention, especially from prospective students and families
walking out of Schott Hall.
The sidewalks on Dana on either side of what was Herald
Avenue will be connected, increasing campus accessibility.
The remaining area that used
to be Herald Avenue will be
covered with grass, increasing
the amount of greenspace on
Xavier’s campus.
The structure will not only
be reconstructed on campus,
but elements of the small 22seat chapel will be restored,
such as the stained glass windows that have been removed.
The Our Lady of Peace Chapel will also be the university’s
first geothermal building on
campus.
Vehicle traffic will not be
affected on Dana Avenue as
Physical Plant works to reroute sewer and electrical
lines to bring the 100 year old
chapel up to modern building
code standards.
The reconstruction of the
chapel is projected to finish in
June of 2018, with a dedication shortly after.

Week in review

What you may have missed
 An advocate for democracy in Hong Kong was
found guilty of attacking
the city’s former leader
one year ago, when he
threw a “smelly fish sandwich” at the man (Oct.
31).
 A Saskatchewan landowner found that a house
had been abandoned on
his property. The building was on its way to
a different province in
Canada when the shipping company began
having issues and decided to simply leave the
building in the closest

clearing they could find
(Nov. 2).
 A UK woman discovered
nine sheep in her kitchen one morning. She later learned that her new
sheepdog puppy was actually just doing his job
too enthusiastically (Nov.
3).
 Notes asking customers to support workers’
rights movements in Istanbul have been found in
the pockets of articles of
clothing being sold at local Zara stores, according
to customers (Nov. 4).

Nov. 5, 10:35 p.m. —
Xavier Police assisted Residence Life with a room
search in Brockman Hall. A
small amount of drug paraphernalia was confiscated.
Residence Life will follow
up.
Nov. 6, 8:27 p.m. —
Xavier Police assisted Residence Life with a room
search in Brockman Hall. A
small amount of drug paraphernalia was confiscated.
Residence Life will follow
up.

Photo courtesy of The Smoker’s Club

An activist was found guilty of assaulting a politician with a sandwich.
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How long must we wait for change?
My phone buzzes in my
pocket. I take it out and see
the AP notification: Reports
of shots fired at church, club,
school, office building, park,
university, protest, library,
Wal-Mart or a restaurant.
“Shit,” I think to myself, “I
hope this one isn’t that bad.”
I take a screenshot of the
notification. I text my friends,
“Did you hear about the shooting in Texas, Orlando, Las
Vegas, New Orleans, Newtown, New York, Virginia,
Charleston, Colorado, D.C.?”
“Yeah,” they respond, “I hope
this one isn’t that bad.” My
phone buzzes again. AP notification: Police reports of at
least eight killed, 12 killed, 14
killed, 20 killed, 26 killed, 32
killed, 49 killed and 58 killed.
“Shit,” I say to myself, “this
one is pretty bad.” I look for
a live news broadcast so I
can get information faster.
There’s a newscaster sitting
at a desk in a shiny newsroom
with a somber face. “A shooter
opened fire today, apparently
shooting people at random.”
The camera switches to
a frantic mother outside of
the school, club, university,
library, restaurant...“I don’t

know where my son is. No
Then it’s the people in the
one can tell me where my community.
son is.” She’s gasping for a
“This kind of stuff doesn’t
breath while sobbing each happen here.”
word. “He’s not answering his
“I never thought this kind
phone...I don’t know if he’s of thing would happen here.”
dead.” She looks at the cam“How could this happen
era, begging for an answer.
here?”
I start to think about the
I go to interview stupeople being
dents about the
shot. Were It happens all shooting for the
they hiding?
newspaper. I ask
Did they try the time. I’m just them:
to escape? kind of numb to
“How did this
Maybe they
one make you
played dead. it at this point. feel? Do you feel
Did anybody What do I think any less safe?
try to stop
What do you
the attack- should be done think should be
er?
Could about it? I don’t done about it?”
they? What
They
look
were their know anymore.
away and sigh.
final words
“It’s just the
as they felt the attacker move times we’re living in. I mean,
closer to them and put the I’m just so used to it now. It
gun to their body? Did the happens all the time. I’m just
kids understand what was go- kind of numb to it at this
ing on?
point. What do I think should
Video interviews of rel- be done about it? I don’t know
atives or neighbors of the anymore. Do I feel any less
shooter start appearing.
safe? No, not really. You know
“He seemed like a quiet guy, those kinds of things never
never bothered anybody.”
happen here.”
“I always had a weird feelThe next day, I walk to
ing about him.”
class, work, the park, the gro“He was an angry person.” cery store and look for ways

out in case it does happen
here.
Is this window big enough
to climb through?
Three stories is a long fall.
What would hurt more, being
shot or falling onto the cement?
Could I hide behind this
tree?
Could a bullet pierce this
desk?
Should I sit in the front
of the classroom to see the
shooter first, or should I sit in
the back and have an opportunity to escape?
What if I’m not the one
who escapes?
What if my friends aren’t
the ones who escape?
What if my niece and nephew aren’t the ones who escape?
Is the last image I’m going
to see the underside of a table?
What am I going to say at
my friend’s funeral?
“They were one of my
closest friends. They had their
whole life ahead of them,
and it was stolen from them
right in front of us.” I’d tell
a story about how we’d used
to have this one joke that nobody would understand, and
we’d laugh. Now, there would

Xavier does not value its own values

On Xavier’s website, under
the “Mission & Identity” section, it lists Xavier’s values as
reflection, discernment, solidarity and kinship, service
rooted in justice and love, cura
personalis and magis. I would
like to examine two of those
values: solidarity and kinship
and service rooted in justice
and love.
These are the definitions
according to the website:
“SOLIDARITY and KINSHIP invites us to walk alongside and learn from our companions, both local and afar, as
we journey through life.”
“SERVICE ROOTED IN
JUSTICE AND LOVE invites
us to invest our lives into the
well-being of our neighbors,
particularly those who suffer
injustice.”
It seems interesting to
me that two of Xavier’s core
values involve a commitment
to the community. It almost
seems that a commitment to

the greater community would students were and what the
be something that is highly exact results of this survey
valued by our esteemed uni- were that makes some people
versity, and yet, that can’t be, believe a renovation is necesat least not when the adminis- sary), then I think it would be
tration is planapparent that
ning on giving It seems inter- a commitment
a near comto the greatto me er Cincinnati
plete monopoly esting
for on-campus that
is
two of community
food
options
not something
core that our unito Chartwells. Xavier’s
This
means values involve a versity truly
that three local
pays attention
eating
estab- commitment to to. It would
lishments – two the community. seem that closof them native
ing three local
to Cincinnati
food sources
and the other a Xavier-exclu- on campus and giving comsive pub – would be pushed plete control over all retail in
off our campus.
Gallagher Student Center to a
If the school were to sign a group that is based out of the
contract with Chartwells, giv- United Kingdom would be a
en that the group has pledged step in a direction that values
$2 million to renovate the not commitment to commubasement of Gallagher (af- nity but commitment to whoter a survey of 1200 students ever has money to be freely
that has left a number of peo- spent on renovations that are
ple questioning who these not apparently necessary.

It would also seem weird,
given a commitment to the
community and an invitation for people to “invest our
lives into the well-being of
our neighbors, particularly
those who suffer injustice,”
(according to the Worker
Rights Consortium) to have
the logo of a company known
for sweatshop labor and the
exploitation of people for the
highest profit emblazoned on
all of our athletic apparel.
I never understood the
phrase, “Truth is stranger than fiction,” but it seems
pretty strange for an institution to care more about who
has the capital for whatever
project it wants to get done
when it’s an institution run
by a group of people who call
themselves the followers of
Jesus. You know, the guy who
said it was harder for a rich
man to enter into the kingdom of heaven than it is for a
camel to pass through the eye
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be no more of that. No more
jokes, because they were gone,
and there is nothing I could do
about it.
This pattern is endless.
There is no light at the end
of the tunnel. We have done
nothing to prevent this. It’s
as if we are tied to a chair and
are watching the same car accident over and over and over
again. Our inaction is killing
us. How many people are going to have to die? 130? 200?
1000? Will that change anything? Would we even care
then, or will we shrug it off
with a sigh and give them our
thoughts and prayers?
Hold on, my phone just
buzzed.

Savin Mattozzi is a senior international studies
major and staff writer
for the Newswire from
Portland, Maine.
of a needle and that the meek
are the ones who are blessed,
for they will inherit the Earth.
Values don’t exist to give
an entity a pretty face. They
exist as a set of guidelines
for the entity that decides on
them to follow and to continue their existence accordingly.
I would like to make a rather radical request of the university that receives around
$54,000 (scholarships excluded) worth of yearly tuition
from me: stick to your values.
Please.

Kevin Thomas is a
sophomore English and
philosophy double major.
He is the Campus News
Editor for the Newswire
from St. Louis.

For Your Information
The Xavier Newswire is
published weekly throughout the school year, except during vacations and
ÀQDO H[DPV E\ WKH VWXdents of Xavier University,
3800 Victory Parkway,
Cincinnati, OH 45207.
Email us at newswire@
xavier.edu
*The Newswire has made
the decision to stray from
the AP Style Guide when
printing the words White
and Black in reference to
groups of people. We have
decided to capitalize both.
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Let’s get eXcited for
basketball season
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The ultimate pump
up basketball season playlist
X gonna give it to ya
x DMX

Work
3KRWRFRXUWHV\RIJR;DYLHUFRP

7KLV)ULGD\PDUNVWKHRIÀFLDOVWDUWRIWKH;DYLHUEDVNHWEDOOVHDVRQDVWKH0XVNHWHHUVWDNHRQ0RRUHKHDG
6WDWH%DVNHWEDOOPLJKWQRWEHHYHU\RQH·VSDVVLRQEXWLWLVDJUHDWZD\WREXLOGFDPDUDGHULHZLWK\RXUSHHUV

If you’re not a big basketball person, but
are feeling left out, check out these tips!
BY RILEY HEAD
A&E Editor

Pick a favorite
basketball player
and watch them
specifically

There are a lot of little
rules and technicalities in
basketball and it can be quite
overwhelming to just dive
straight into the game.

Be a host or
hostess

Things can get a little out
of control at the games, so
take control before and host
a pre-game! Make a playlist,
provide snacks and invite all
of your friends. It can help
get you excited for gameday
and you can feel included in
the festivities.

Be best dressed

Spice up gameday by
trying to find the most festive outfits. The jersey and
jeans look is always a classic,
but spice it up by going to

Goodwill and creating some
new game day outfits. Maybe
you’ll even get lucky and find
some vintage Xavier fan gear!

Memorize all the
cheers and be the
loudest cheerleader in the student
section

There is a multitude of
chants that the student section will scream periodically throughout the game. If
you’re a very extroverted or
particualry loud person, make
this your time to be an integral piece of the crowd.

If you can get creative or crazy enough with your sign, you
might make it on TV!

Have dance parties with your
friends during
timeouts when the
music starts

The playlist that the Cintas Center uses can get a little
crazy sometimes, so enjoy it
and go wild with your friends.
There’s no pressure to be paying attention to the game, so
the more distracting the better!

Make a Bingo
card with crazy
Make or rent
funny signs and try things and see if
you can spot them
to get on TV
X-Treme fans will loan all at the game

you a funny cutou that you
can wave around in exchange
for your ALL card. Cutouts
in the past have included Justin Bieber, the fire emoji and
the Pope. You can take goofy
pictures with them, and it’s a
great way to get someone’s attention from across the crowd.

Some pretty wild things
can go down at basketball
games, so see if you can catch
all of them. Basketball players
get into fights, Father Graham
might make an appearance or
the person who they asked to
make the halftime shot could
ACTUALLY make it!

-Paid Advertisement-
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x Rihanna

Rockstar

x Post Malone

Jump x Kriss Kross
I get the bag
x Gucci Mane

Shots x LMFAO
Bodak Yellow x Cardi B
Bank Account
x 21 Savage

DNA. x Kendrick Lamar
LEMON x N.E.R.D.
10 Bands x Drake
Power x Kanye West
Thunderstruck
x AC/DC

Pump it Up

x Joe Budden

Flawless (Remix) x Be-

yonce & Nicki Minaj
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2017-18 men’s basketball outlook
2017-18
Schedule
Big East opponents in BOLD
Date

Opponent

11/4

Thomas More (Exh)

11/10

Morehead State

11/13

Rider
Gavitt Games

11/16

at Wisconsin

11/20

Hampton
Las Vegas Invitational

11/23

George Wash

11/24

Kan. St/Ariz. St

11/28

Baylor

12/2

Cincinnati

12/6

Kent State

12/9

Colorado

12/16

East Tennessee St

12/19

Marshall

12/22

Northern Iowa

12/27

at Marquette

12/30

DePaul

1/2

Butler

1/6

at Providence

1/10

at Villanova

1/13

Creighton

1/17

St. John’s

1/20

at Seton Hall

1/24

Marquette

1/30

at St. John’s

2/3

Georgetown

2/6

at Butler

2/10

at Creighton

2/14

Seton Hall

2/17

Villanova

2/21

at Georgetown

2/28

Providence

3/3

at DePaul

BY PAUL FRITSCHNER
Staff Writer
There is a certain excitement coursing through the
campus of Xavier University at the moment. That’s because, at least on paper, this
year’s Xavier team is expected to be one of the best in
program history.
Yes, many made the same
statement about last year’s
team, but due to injuries the
regular season did not quite
turn out as many had hoped.
Then in March, a brutal
winter was wiped from the
memories of Musketeer fans
as the team reached its third
Elite Eight, the first in almost 10 years.
In May, Trevon Bluiett
announced he would be returning for his senior campaign, or “Round 4,” as he
tweeted, and that really set
the table for what could be a
special season.
Per usual, the Musketeers did not give themselves
many breaks in this year’s
schedule. After a couple of
contests to ease into the
season, the Musketeers will
travel to Madison, Wisc., as
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Senior guard Trevon Blueitt will be an X factor for the Musketeers.
He is in the discussion to be a National Player of the Year candidate.

part of the Gavitt Games for
a matchup against the Wisconsin Badgers. Needless to
say, Xavier will be looking to
exact revenge for the buzzer-beating loss the Wisconsin
Badgers dealt the Musketeers
in the NCAA Tournament
two seasons ago.
The rest of the non-conference schedule stays difficult. The team will travel to
Las Vegas over Thanksgiving
for two games in the Conti-

nental Tire Las Vegas Invitational before returning to
Cintas to buckle down for a
long stretch of play.
First it’s Baylor, who manhandled Xavier down in Texas a season ago to give the
Musketeers their first loss of
the season.
Then, only a few days later,
it’s the Crosstown Shootout
against Cincinnati. Make no
mistake, this year’s Bearcats
team is very, very good. In

fact, there is a real possibility that both teams could be
ranked in the Top 15 when
the game is played. Xavier
will have the home court advantage, but it’s slated to be
quite the battle in early December.
Colorado, who also beat
the Musketeers last year, will
travel to Cintas with another
solid squad, and Xavier will
take on Northern Iowa in Cedar Falls as well before Big
East play begins. Simply put,
there are ample opportunities
to secure massive wins prior
to conference play.
The Musketeers did lose
Malcolm Bernard and RaShid
Gaston, but their losses
should be more than made up
for in the form of this year’s
highly touted freshman class.
Paul Scruggs, Naji Marshall and Elias Harden join an
uber-talented squad that will
look to hit the ground running and make their presence
known nationally early in the
season.
With a wealth of experience and some new faces, the
Musketeers are primed to do
something great this season:
make the Final Four.

Kanter brings versatility to front court
BY DONNIE MENKE
Staff Writer
With departures come arrivals, as Xavier brings in
what is widely considered a
top-10 recruiting class in addition to graduate transfer
Kerem Kanter.
Kanter, the younger brother of NBA center Enes
Kanter, comes to Xavier after spending three seasons
playing for the University of
Wisconsin-Green Bay.
Last season, Kanter led
his team in scoring, with
11.3 points per game, and rebounding, with 6.3 rebounds
per game.
Kanter brings solid bigman depth, as a 6’10” center.
He also brings shooting to
the rotation.
Kanter made 35 percent of
his threes last year after im-

proving his shooting stroke.
In addition to his unique
shooting for a college big
man, Kanter is also able to
handle the ball very well.
His ability to run the fast
break after grabbing a rebound could lead to an increase in easy transition baskets.
The size and depth he
brings to the table could allow coach Chris Mack more
freedom in running the offense.
A lineup with Quentin
Goodin, J.P. Macura, Trevon Bluiett, Kaiser Gates and
Kanter would be able to space
the floor easily, as all have respectable three-point shots.
Also joining the team as
walk-ons are freshman guard
Nick Vanderpohl and senior
forward Matt Singleton.

Vanderpohl is a guard
from Harrison, Ohio, which
is less than a half-hour drive
from Xavier.
During his senior year
in high school, Vanderpohl
was part of the first team
All-Southwest Ohio Conference and was named the conference defensive player of
the year.
Singleton is a forward from
Garrett, Ind., which is around
four hours away by car. After his senior season in high
school, Singleton was named
to the ACAC All-Conference
First Team, All-Area First
Team and Academic All-State
First Team.
These new faces should
provide depth and shooting
should the team need it, and
these two will be more than
ready to answer the bell.
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Kerem Kanter hopes to make an
immediate impact at Xavier.

2017-18 Men’s Team Roster
Number
0
1
3
4
5
10
11
12
13
20
22
54
55

Name
Tyrique Jones
Paul Scruggs
Quentin Goodin
Elias Harden
Trevon Bluiett
Leighton Schrand
Kerem Kanter
Nick Vanderpohl
Naji Marshall
Matt Singleton
Kaiser Gates
Sean O’Mara
J.P. Macura

Year
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Graduate
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Junior
Graduate
Senior

Position
Forward
Guard
Guard
Guard
Guard
Guard
Forward
Guard
Forward
Forward
Forward
Forward/Center
Guard

Height
6-9
6-3
6-4
6-5
6-6
6-1
6-10
6-1
6-7
6-7
6-8
6-10
6-6

Coaching Staff
Hometown
%ORRP¿HOG&RQQ
Head Coach: Chris Mack
,QGLDQDSROLV,QG
&DPSEHOOVYLOOH.\
(DVW3RLQW*D Associate Head Coach: Travis Steele
,QGLDQDSROLV,QG
Assistant Coach: Luke Murray
9LOOD+LOOV.\
,VWDQEXO7XUNH\
Assistant Coach: Mike Pegues
+DUULVRQ2KLR
$WODQWLF&LW\1-
Director of Basketball
*DUUHWW,QG
Administration: Mario Mercurio
$OSKDUHWWD*D
*OHQ(OO\Q,OO
Director of Basketball Operations:
/DNHYLOOH0LQQ
Jeremy Growe
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2017-18 women’s hoops preview
BY DONNIE MENKE
Staff Writer
After landing a strong recruiting class, head coach Brian Neal and the women’s basketball team look to bounce
back from a 12-18 record (414 in conference).
This team includes six incoming freshmen who provide depth and talent that was
not as present last season.
“We have nine freshmen
and sophomores that are
coachable and ask questions,”
Neal said.
He mentioned that he
wants to keep concepts simple
and add more as the year goes
on.
However, Neal noted on
media day that he expects
the seniors to really make a
difference. With regard to
seniors Jada Byrd and Anniina Äijänen, Neal commented,
“Those two in particular have
had really good springs and
summers.”
The team starts the season
with an 11-game non-conference schedule, which includes
an away game at Minnesota and home games against
Wake Forest and Cincinnati. In addition, the team will
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Seniors Anniina Äijänen (left) and Jada Byrd (right) look to provide
veteran leadership for Xavier and take advantage of a strong offseason.

play in the Florida Tournament, which features another out-of-conference game
against Missouri.
This will certainly test the
chemistry of the new team, in
which only one starter from
last season, junior guard Kendall Fincher, returns.
Although multiple rotation players from last season
are back, most of players on
the team are underclassmen,
which could cause chemistry issues. This tough set of
games early in the season may
help accelerate the process.

After the non-conference
slate, Big East play doesn’t
get much easier. In the preseason coaches poll, Xavier
was picked to finish last in the
conference. However, this may
be a testament to the strength
of the conference, rather than
an indictment of the women’s
basketball program.
“This may be the deepest
the Big East has ever been,”
Neal said. “There’s so many
different styles of play.”
They open with three consecutive road games in conference play at Butler, George-

town and Villanova, all to be
played within eight days of
each other.
Xavier then gets two home
games against two middle-ofthe-road teams, Seton Hall
and St. John’s.
Afterward the Musketeers
are on the road for possibly their toughest two-game
stretch of the season against
projected conference frontrunners DePaul and Marquette on a Friday and Sunday, respectively.
The Musketeers then host
four games in a row. In that
time frame, they play Providence, Creighton, Villanova
and Georgetown.
Next, they hit the road
again for two games to face
Seton Hall and St. John’s. After, the team faces Marquette
and DePaul again, this time at
Cintas.
The team goes on its final
road trip of the season to face
Creighton and Providence before returning home to play
its final regular season game
against Butler.
The Big East tournament
starts shortly after, and if
the Musketeers perform well
enough, they could make the
NCAA tournament this year.

Freshmen add youth to women’s team
BY RILEY HEAD
A&E Editor

The women’s basketball
season began a little differently this year. Instead of adding
one or two new recruits to its
official roster, the team added
six new freshmen.
Usually, recruiting classes tend to be smaller, and the
team gradually progresses.
The freshmen recruits include Deja Ross from Providence, R.I.; Princess Stewart
from Frankfort, Ky.; Aly Reiff
from South Whitley, Ind.;
A’riana Gray from Cleveland;
and Jordyn Dawson from
Huntington, W.V.
In high school, Dawson
was named the 2016 West
Virginia Gatorade Player of
the Year.
The program is looking to

the future with this large recruiting class. Last season saw
the graduation of three top
players: Raeshaun Gaffney,
Leah Schafer and Maddison
Blackwell.
This year’s squad has a
large number of freshmen,
which should provide an advantage in the coming years
but could leave the team lacking experience this season.
The freshman class will
help in the team’s long-term
development and lead to ongoing success for the program.
“Adding a lot of freshmen
has definitely changed the
dynamic of the team, but in
all positive ways,” sophomore
Megan Christopher said.
“We are a very young team
but also very eager to learn

and excited for the future. Our
two seniors are doing a great
job of leading everyone and
bringing everyone together,
and the freshmen are picking
up on everything quickly.”
The Musketeers were unable to make it through the
Big East Tournament last
year with a heartbreaking 6866 loss to the Butler Bulldogs
in the first round of play.
The team has gone through
an adjustment period since
switching from the Atlantic
10 Conference to the Big East
Conference in 2013.
This season, the team has
its sights set on doing well
in both the Big East Tournament and returning to the
NCAA tournament for the
first time since joining the Big
East.
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2017-18
Schedule

Big East opponents in Bold
Date

Opponent

Lauren Hill Tipoff Classic
11/11

New Hampshire

11/14

Mount St. Mary’s

11/16

Grambling

11/22

at Minnesota

11/29

Fort Wayne

12/4

Wake Forest

12/6

at Bowling Green

12/10

Cincinnati
Florida Tournament

12/17

Furman

12/18

Missouri

12/22

Florida A&M

12/29

at Butler

1/2

at Georgetown

1/5

at Villanova

1/7

St. John’s

1/10

Seton Hall

1/12

at DePaul

1/14

at Marquette

1/19

Providence

1/22

Creighton

1/26

Villanova

1/28

Georgetown

2/2

at Seton Hall

2/4

at St. John’s

2/9

Marquette

2/11

DePaul

2/16

at Creighton

2/18

at Providence

2/25

Butler
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Jordyn Dawson was voted W.V.
Player of the Year in high school.

2017-18 Women’s Team Roster
Number
Name
1
Kindell Fincher
2
Deja Ross
3
Aaliyah Dunham
5
Princess Stewart
10
Ashley Gomez
12
Jada Byrd
15
Aly Reiff
20
Na’Teshia Owens
21
A’riana Gray
22
Megan Christopher
24
Jordyn Dawson
25
Anniina Äijänen
45
Imani Partlow

Year
Junior (RS)
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Senior
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Senior
Junior (RS)

Position
Guard
Forward
Guard
Guard
Guard
Guard
Guard
Guard
Forward
Forward
Guard/Forward
Forward
Forward

Height
5-9
6-0
5-4
5-9
5-9
5-9
5-11
5-5
6-0
5-8
5-10
6-2
6-1

Coaching Staff
Hometown
Head
Coach: Brian Neal
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Providence, R.I.
Assistant Coach: Crystal Kelly
So. Charleston, W.V.
Frankfort, Ky.
Assistant Coach: Christian
Oklahoma City, Okla
Stefanopoulos
Lithonia, Ga.
South Whitley, Ind. Assistant Coach: Mark Stephens
Mexia, Texas
Director of Basketball Operations:
Cleveland, Ohio
Netta Floyd
Cincinnati, Ohio
Huntington, W.V.
Director of Basketball
Tampere, Finland
Administration:
Cincinnati, Ohio
Dave Bezold
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Cintas Center undergoes facelift

Xavier’s home arena features new upgrades catering to the fan experience
BY COLIN COOPER
Staff Writer
Construction crews got
to work in Cintas Center the
morning after Xavier men’s
basketball concluded its final
home game last spring.
They worked to upgrade
Cintas in order to keep it as
one of the premier arenas in
both the conference and the
country.
Crews worked quickly and
efficiently to finish the arena
before the 2017-2018 season
tipped off, having only a few
short months to finish these
upgrades.
One of the most noticeable updates was the lighting.
Lights were both installed
and taken away in order to
create a new atmosphere in
the building.
Anyone who has been to
a Xavier game in previous
years will notice how much
darker the seating area is and
how much brighter the court
is this year.
This gives Cintas a similar
aesthetic to arenas like Madison Square Garden. Having
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Cintas Center underwent renovations during the summer, one of which is a new court design. Some other
upgrades include an improved LED lighting system, premium seating and bleacher seating for students.

dark lighting in the seats and
bright lighting on the court
makes the floor seem more
crisp and clean, which will be
a welcome sight for Musketeer fans.
Another large upgrade for
Cintas this offseason was seating. Crews added new seating
areas to hang above the student section in addition to
cushioned courtside sections.
The additional seats will generate a bigger home court
advantage for Xavier teams.

Areas like the student section
made the switch from seats to
bleachers, allowing more students to attend games.
The overhang above the
student section also adds
more seating and will no longer be a standing-room-only
area.
The nicest upgrade to seating, however, is the courtside
seating. Approximately 550
new and luxurious seats were
added for those paying top
dollar to see a Xavier game.

If you’re a person who
likes to crack open a cold one
with the Musketeers, you’ll
be in luck this season. Cintas both upgraded and added
bars throughout the building
to ensure that fans of age can
enjoy their experience even
more.
Renovations to the Joseph
Club now make it one of the
best places to watch the game
in the building. New additions
include the “Traditions Club”
and the “Courtside Club.”

Both will be catered to alumni and older fans. Students
will also still see changes
with more mini bars scattered
throughout the concourse.
Other changes to Cintas
include a new court name,
Kohlhepp Family Court.
While the new court does not
display the Cincinnati skyline
anymore, it does have more
blue, which makes it more
striking to the eyes.
Other additions include
“The Lookout” hospitality
suite. Located on the overhang above the student section, the suite will provide
guests with televisions, a virtual reality station and many
more amenities to enjoy the
game.
Regardless of where you’ll
be sitting in Cintas this upcoming season, you’ll be sure
to notice all the renovations.
The new additions to Cintas ensure that Xavier basketball is on the rise and will
continue to remain one of the
top programs in the nation as
well as create a welcoming atmosphere for fans when they
visit the arena.

Analysis: 2018 class is sound Nike decks out X
BY COLIN COOPER
Staff Writer
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Shooting guard Keonte Kennedy from Westlake High School (Austin, Texas) is Xavier’s top-ranked recruit in the
2018 class, committing to the school earlier this fall. He is currently ranked as the 23rd best player in Texas.

BY TIM KRAMER
Staff Writer
A year removed from one
of Xavier basketball’s best
recruiting class in history,
the 2017-18 class seems to be
falling a little bit behind.
This should not be anything that should worry
fans for the program’s future, however, because of the
young roster and recruiting
class that arrived on campus
this fall.
With two of the three big
men on the roster being seniors this season, head coach
Chris Mack and his crew
went after three-star recruit
Jake Walter from nearby Covington Catholic in Kentucky.
Walter is a fundamentally
sound center who stands at
6’10” and weighs 265 pounds.
Walter seems to be quite
comparable to current senior
captain Sean O’Mara based
on videos and player reviews.
With the way Xavier develops its players, Walter has
the potential to be productive

down the road.
Xavier also picked up fourstar recruit Keonte Kennedy. The 6’4,” 175-pound two
guard from Austin, Texas is
said to be very athletic with
a quick first step. Kennedy is
also a sound shooter from beyond the three-point line.
Kennedy is the 23rd ranked
player in the state of Texas,
according to 24/7 Sports.
When Kennedy arrives
on campus and starts going through the program’s
strength and conditioning,
he will be able to put on some
good muscle and surely has
the potential to become another key guard for the Xavier program.
Even with the lack of recruits scheduled to arrive on
campus next fall, there is no
cause for concern. It’s not
the first time in recent years
Xavier has had a small recruiting class.
The 2015 class had one
lone recruit, current junior
forward Kaiser Gates. Mack

has proven people wrong year
after year and continues to
develop the basketball program to be a contender in the
Big East.
It is only November, so no
one should worry too much
about the current recruiting
class. The worst-case scenario
is Mack recruits a top transfer player in the country, like
he has done in the past with
players such as Matt Stainbrook, Remy Abel, Malcom
Bernard and most recently,
Kerem Kanter.
The basketball program
seems prepared for the future
with a young core of Quentin
Goodin, Tyrique Jones, Paul
Scruggs, Naji Marshall and
Elias Harden.
Even with only two recruits in this year’s current
recruiting class, one cannot
question Mack and this Xavier program because of the
success it has had the past few
years.
All in all, this program
seems to be in good shape.

New uniforms have been
on the mind of every fan ever
since the conclusion of Xavier men’s basketball magical
NCAA Tournament run last
season. Speculation about the
new jerseys has run rampant
all throughout the Xavier fan
base.
Will the color scheme
be different? Will the logo
change? Will J.P. be able to
wear sleeves anymore?
Thankfully, Xavier Nation
finally got a chance to see the
new gear, which was unveiled
in late October.
Xavier’s “Reveal Week”
used Twitter as the medium
to display the team’s new
look, revealing a new uniform
concept daily. Retaining its
Nike sponsorship, the team
was able to receive all of the
most recent upgrades and
features that the company has
to offer.
These features include a
new lightweight material,
modern neckline and shorts
cut, metallic accents and various classic designs.
For three of the six uniforms, the team kept the same
colors: white, navy blue and
black. The most noticeable
changes include the neckline, the sword design on the
shorts and the modern, slimmer cut all around the body.
With the next three uniform
reveals, however, changes
were more noticeable.
The final three colors included one gray alternate
and two white and royal
blue throwbacks. The gray

alternate is nothing new to
Xavier basketball, but this
season it comes back with a
new design. Proclaiming it as
“Heavy Metal,” the dark gray
adds a new color to the Musketeers’ color palette.
The final two uniforms pay
homage to the famous “Running Man” throwbacks from
past generations of Xavier
basketball.
Implemented on the shorts
of both the white and royal blue uniforms, it seeks to
display the team’s pride in its
heritage.
In addition to the throwback logo on the shorts, the
two shorts also have a new
modern cut that is different
from the other four uniforms.
To check out the new uniforms, go to @XavierMBB on
Twitter and watch the uniform reveal videos. Replicas
of both the home and away
jersey and shorts are available
now at the All For One Shop.

Photo courtesy of Xavier University

Concept art of the uniforms Xavier
basketball will wear in 2017-18.
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The life of a basketball manager
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Nate Bohn talks about his experiences in his second year working with team
BY TIM KRAMER
Staff Writer
Behind the scenes of Xavier’s beloved basketball team
lies the fuel for the machine:
the team managers.
This week, I sat down with
sophomore men’s basketball
manager Nate Bohn and discussed his life as a manager
for Xavier.
Bohn described his line of
work as everything that goes
on behind the scenes, whether it’s providing players with
water, working the clock or
even doing the team’s laundry.
Bohn says the managers
joke around, saying their title should be “crisis management” as opposed to just manager.
As a returning manager
this year, Bohn has been allowed to start editing both
practice and game film for
coach Chris Mack and his
staff.
He also said that for an
away game, if there is any
doubt on what to pack, the
managers normally pack everything so the players and
coaches have all the necessary
equipment.
What Bohn likes most
about his job is the camarade-

instance, laundry needs to
be consistently done to make
sure all gear is ready for the
next day or even later in the
day if it’s for summer double sessions. Even with these
time-consuming tasks, Bohn
still loves what he does.
“J.P. and Tyrique like to
wrestle in the locker room,”
Bohn said.
J.P. Macura and Tyrique
Jones, Bohn added, are the
biggest personalities on the
team. Jones and Macura seem
to always be the guys keeping
the team loose day in and day
out.
Coach Mack is “the man,”
as Bohn said, and he elaborated on how Mack does a fantastic job of being the face of
the program and has a great
knowledge for the game.
Photo courtesy of Nate Bohn
Mack knows each manag7KH  ;DYLHU EDVNHWEDOO PDQDJHUV ZRUN H[WUHPHO\ KDUG WR KHOS WKH PHQ·V EDVNHWEDOO WHDP RSHUDWH
er’s
name and appreciates all
VPRRWKO\6RSKRPRUH1DWH%RKQZKRLVLQKLVVHFRQG\HDUDVDEDVNHWEDOOPDQDJHUVKDUHVKLVH[SHULHQFHV
the work they do. Bohn also
Bohn said the time commit- said that Mack does a great
rie and being able to meet peo- bond that is created between
ment is overlooked by most job being both friend and
ple right when he arrived on them.
Bohn also shared how the stating, “(Managers put in) as coach with his players and
campus last fall. Having a core
group of about 16 friends or manager exhibition games much time, if not, more time connects with all of them on
so when he moved in made against other schools is one than a student athlete without a personal level.
That is the type of man
his transition to college quite way the managers are reward- having the cool title of being
fans should want to have leaded for their hard work.
a student athlete.”
smooth.
With all the enjoyable parts
Being a manager is a ma- ing this on-the-rise program
Bohn mentioned that the
managers have a lot of inside of being a manager come the jor time commitment that as the Musketeers have hopes
jokes which also shows the more difficult tasks, however. calls for a lot of work. For of gaining elite status.

Newswire staff predictions Musketeers go pro
BY DONNIE MENKE
Staff Writer
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Sophomore Quentin Goodin emerged as a dynamic playmaker after taking over as the starting point guard
PLGZD\WKURXJKODVWVHDVRQDVDIUHVKPDQ+HÀJXUHVWREHDNH\FRQWULEXWRUIRUWKH0XVNHWHHUVWKLV\HDU

Luke Feliciano: The Musketeers have the talent to
navigate through a tough Big
East and have a good shot to
win the conference. Expect
the team to gradually gain
momentum as the season goes
along and then turn on the
jets come the tail end of the
season to make another deep
run into March Madness.
Paul Fritschner: Prepare
to take some lumps in the
non-conference just like last
year, but by Big East play a
lot of those wrinkles will be
ironed out. Xavier will finish
second in the Big East behind
Villanova, and then it will be
the luck of the draw in the
NCAA Tournament.
Colin Cooper: Xavier will
take third place in the regu-

lar conference standings but
will win its first-ever Big
East Tournament title. In the
NCAA Tournament the team
will make it to another Elite
Eight but fall short of the Final Four on a buzzer beater.
The year of J.P. is upon us.
Jack Dunn: I think that the
Musketeers, with a strong set
of returners this season, will
be able to make a strong run
to claim the Big East title and
make a Final Four appearance
in March Madness.
Donnie Menke: The team
challenges Villanova for the
regular season crown, showcasing its depth and talent,
but will ultimately fall a game
or two short. The Musketeers
get revenge in the Big East
Tournament, though, and

beat Villanova in the championship game. The run of
success continues into March
Madness where they make the
first Final Four in school history.
Tim Kramer: If Xavier can
stay healthy, I would not be
surprised to see a non-conference record around 11-2. Led
by Bluiett and Macura, I see a
top-three finish in conference
with a team ready to make a
deep run in both the Big East
and the NCAA Tournament.
Jess Griggs: Matt Stainbrook will drive Edmond
Sumner to the NCAA Championship game in an Uber.
Sumner will miraculously
emerge from the crowd and
make the game-winning shot
for the Musketeers.

Each of the rotation players from last year’s men’s team
will be playing pro basketball
somewhere in the world.
Most notably, point guard
Edmond Sumner was taken
by the New Orleans Pelicans
with the 52nd overall pick in
the 2017 NBA draft and immediately traded to the Indiana Pacers.
Sumner, a 6’ 6” point guard,
was regarded as a pro prospect for his elite speed at his
position. He is currently on a
two-way contract this season
as he rehabs from a torn ACL.
A two-way contract, introduced this season by the NBA,
allows players with fewer than
four seasons of experience
to play in both the NBA and
the G-League, also known as
the Developmental League.
A player is allowed to spend
45 days with his NBA team
during the season before said
player must sign an NBA contract to continue to play for
the team.

Guard Malcolm Bernard,
a key part of the tournament
run, was drafted with the 13th
overall pick in the G-League
draft. Bernard, originally set
to play in Argentina, will play
this upcoming season with the
Grand Rapids Drive.
In a recent interview with
2 Ways and 10 Days, Bernard
said, “I just thought I wanted
to give it a shot. Lots of people told me good things about
the G-League for exposure.
It’s also a great opportunity
to stay at home and be able to
grow as a person.”
Also playing pro ball this
season is former big man
RaShid Gaston. He is currently playing in France for
Aix-Maurienne, a team in
France’s B division. Gaston
is currently averaging 16.5
points and 9.5 rebounds per
game through two contests.
Although it doesn’t look
like these former Musketeers
will see much time in the NBA
until Sumner gets healthy,
they will all still be playing
professionally.

3KRWRFRXUWHV\RIELJHDVWFRDVWELDVFRP

Former Xavier guard Edmond Sumner was drafted 52nd overall in the
2017 NBA Draft to play for the Indiana Pacers on a two-way contract.
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Men’s 2017-18 Big East preview

Musketeers pitted against tough competition, have tools to win conference
BY JACK DUNN
Staff Writer
The 2017-18 Big East
men’s basketball season is
shaping up to be a fantastic year. Seven months after
sending seven teams to the
tournament, the Big East
is sporting three AP top 25
teams to start off the season.
The Xavier Musketeers
went the deepest into the
tournament last year, stringing together several upsets
to make it to the Elite Eight.
Currently ranked 17th in the
AP Top 25, the Musketeers
look to unseat the Villanova
Wildcats from the top spot
they have claimed two of the
last three years.
Villanova is hoping to return to its 2016 NCAA championship form this year. Currently ranked sixth in the AP
Top 25, the Wildcats look to
bounce back from the early second round exit at the
hands of Wisconsin last year.
Center Omari Spellman will
be able to take the court for
the first time after sitting out
the 2016-17 season. Junior
guard Jalen Brunson looks to
be the best player on the team
in the post-Josh Hart era.
The Seton Hall Pirates,

Photo courtesy of bleacherreport.com

Senior guard J.P. Macura lit up the scoreboard against Villanova two years ago, and he hopes to do the same
and lead the Musketeers to an all-important conference victory when the Wildcats come into town on Feb. 17.

currently ranked 23rd in the
AP Top 25, also return four
starters from last year. With
the experience of three seniors, guard Khadeen Carrington, forward Desi Rodriguez and center Angel
Delgado, the Pirates hope to
make their third straight appearance in the tournament,
as well as contend for a Big
East championship.
The Providence Friars
shocked their way into March
Madness, winning 20 games
in what was supposed to be
a down year. Although not

ranked in the AP Top 25, the
Friars are returning their top
seven scorers. Look to see
them find a way into the top
25 by the season’s end.
The Butler Bulldogs lost
head coach Chris Holtmann
to Ohio State this season. In
his first season as the Bulldogs’ head coach, LaVall Jordan looks to improve on their
25-9 record. Butler is where
the conference starts to drop
off in terms of talent, as the
Bulldogs lost some key players from last year’s team.
The Creighton Blue Jays

went 25-10 last year but were
dealt a serious blow when Justin Patton went to the NBA
after his freshman year. However, the number two scorer in
the conference, guard Marcus
Foster, returns for his senior
year. The Blue Jays also have a
very talented freshman class,
who can make an impact right
as the season starts.
The St. John’s Red Storm
had a rough 2017, going 1419. However, this was still an
improvement from head coach
Chris Mullins’ first year, when
the team had a record of 8-24.

All-Big East freshman guards
Marcus LoVett and Shamorie
Ponds are the players the Red
Storm hope will lead the way.
The Marquette Golden
Eagles were the best team in
the country when shooting
behind the arc last season,
making an incredible 42.9 percent of threes thanks to guard
Markus Howard. Despite a
huge upset over Villanova at
home last year, the Golden
Eagles were unable to move
past the first round of March
Madness. Their biggest question going forward is if they
can continue to produce elite
shooting from behind the arc.
The DePaul Blue Demons
fell to the bottom of the conference last season, posting a
9-23 record. The most exciting thing to look forward to
this season? The new arena.
The Georgetown Hoyas
fired head coach John Thompson III after back-to- back disappointing seasons and hired
former Hoya star Patrick Ewing.
His coaching skills will
be tested, as he inherits a
Georgetown squad that lost
three out of its top five scorers including guards Rodney
Pryor and L.J. Peak in addition
to forward Bradley Hayes.

Women’s 2017-18 Big East conference preview
Musketeers to face two ranked opponents in top 25, DePaul & Marquette

BY JACK DUNN
Staff Writer
The 2017-18 Big East
women’s basketball season
has a number of promising
teams that could go deep into
the tournament. The question
remains if this year’s Xavier
Musketeer squad can improve
upon its lackluster 2016-17
season.
The Musketeers were
ranked 10th in this year’s preseason coaches’ poll, down
three spots from last year.
Xavier will only be returning
one starter this year, its top
perimeter shooter redshirt
junior guard Kindell Fincher.
She nailed 52 from behind the
arc last season, good enough
for 10th best in the conference.
The team will also look for
its six new freshmen to add
some more offense this year,
with top of the class being
freshman guard Jordyn Dawson, who averaged a double-double in high school.
The Musketeers posted a
12-18 overall record last year,
going 4-14 in the conference.
At the top of the conference
this year are the Marquette
Golden Eagles. They are the
reigning Big East champs and
are currently ranked 19th in
this year’s preseason AP top
25. Junior guard Allzia Blocton is one of three returners
in the starting lineup for the
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Senior guard Jada Byrd is one of two lone seniors on a young Xavier women’s basketball team. The
Musketeers will have their hands full, facing off against ranked opponents, DePaul and Marquette.

Eagles. She was voted the Big
East Preseason Player of the
Year and averaged 17.1 points
per game last season. Last
year’s tournament Cinderella team, the Eagles went 6-0
against top-25 teams.
The DePaul Blue Demons
are ranked No. 20 in the preseason top-25. Looking to go
for a fifth regular season title
and 16th straight tournament
berth, the Blue Demons return two starters this year.
Ashton Millender and Marte’ Grays were both sidelined
with various injuries last year
but look to remain healthy for
the season.
Villanova went 11-7 in

conference play last season,
going 20-15 overall. The team
will be strengthened by the
return of its top six scorers
this season. Senior Alex Louin and junior Adrianna Hahn
were named to the preseason
All-Conference team.
Villanova has not finished
at the top of the conference
since 1986-87 season but is
looking strong to make a run
at it this season.
Creighton was co-regular
season champions with DePaul last season but is currently ranked fourth in the
conference in the preseason
poll. This may be a little low
for the Blue Jays, who went

12-1 at home but 9-6 on the
road. Despite losing their top
three scorers to graduation,
the Blue Jays still have plenty
of defense to make up for that
loss of offense.
The Georgetown Hoyas
are in a potential rebuilding
year, being ranked in the middle of the Big East in the preseason. The Hoyas went 9-9
in conference play last season
and 17-13 overall.
Losing three-time All-Big
East Dorothy Adomako to injury does not help their prospects of improving. Georgetown is going through its fifth
coach in seven seasons and is
still trying to find its place in

the conference.
The Seton Hall Pirates are
ranked sixth in this year’s preseason poll. They look to turn
around last year’s 4-14 Big
East record. Without a better
conference record, the Pirates
will not be able to surpass
their 12-19 record from last
season.
The St. John Red Storm
loses Big East co-defensive
player of the year Aailyah
Lewis to graduation, as well
as senior Jade Walker.
This means the Storm lost
two of its top three scorers.
It hopes to mimic Marquette
this year, riding the back of
a top-50 freshman Qadashah
Hoppie to a regular season
success.
The Butler Bulldogs only
had two conference wins,
which continues a trend in the
bottom half of the conference. Wins against non-conference teams will be key this
year, with their facing No. 15
West Virginia and Virginia
Tech before conference play
begins.
The Providence Friars are
ranked ninth in this year’s preseason rankings. They went
4-14 in conference and 12-19
overall last season. Not much
will change this year, after
losing two seniors who were
some of the best the Friars
have had in program history.
They don’t look to rise higher
than their current ranking.
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“Togetherness is paramount”
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Head coach Chris Mack and players speak at annual basketball media day
BY LUKE FELICIANO
Sports Editor
Elite Eight. Those words
seem to roll off the tongue
naturally for the Xavier Musketeers. Last year, a season
that might have gone by the
wayside was salvaged by an
incredible hot streak to send
Xavier to the Elite Eight.
This season, fans can expect
much of the same as the Musketeers have a star-studded
cast in their arsenal to contend with the nation’s best.
The annual basketball media day was the first glimpse
into what many hope to be a
promising season. Ninth year
head coach Chris Mack and
players spoke to the media
about the buzz surrounding
the upcoming season.
Mack and his players
seemed relaxed, experienced
and focused—all qualities you
like to see in a team that has
all the potential in the world
if it can gel together.
This year’s personnel give
this team a bit of a different
feel, perhaps with more lineup versatility than last year.
Mack, who commonly uses a
guard-heavy lineup with one
true big, stated that the team
could go with a bigger lineup
or a smaller lineup at any given time.
He also emphasized that
the Musketeers must continue to play as a cohesive unit
because “togetherness is paramount.”
One returner who will undoubtedly have a major impact on the preseason ranked
No. 17 Musketeers this season is senior guard Trevon
Bluiett. He has already collected several preseason ac-
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Xavier men’s basketball head coach Chris Mack, now in his ninth year, spoke at length about his basketball
team for the upcoming season. He cited “togetherness” as one major key to success for Xavier this year.

is a plus for the team because
he has the ability to space out
the floor on offense.
Mack asserted that having
experienced seniors is instrumental to the success of the
team.
He has noticed that his
seniors have taken on what
he called a “regenerative
leadership” role, which was
described as having the older players assume a role in
coaching the younger players.
Xavier has a star in the
making in sophomore Quentin Goodin, who took over
as the team’s primary point
guard after Edmond Sumner
suffered a season-ending injury.
Mack stated that Goodin’s
experience last year allowed
him to “grow into a voice as
a point guard” and that was
“huge for his development.”
One of his strengths is being
an explosive rim-attacker and
Mack believes he has become
a better finisher at the rim.
The Musketeers, although
experienced and talented,
have a tall task ahead of them.
The Big East remains one of
college basketball’s toughest
conferences.
Mack attributes the toughness of the schedule to the
fact that the league has stayed
old in the sense that there aren’t a lot of one-and-dones
that some other programs
have. Nonetheless, Mack
sees this as positive because
it makes the league a whole
more competitive.
The Musketeers are yet
again one of the nation’s top
teams, and the sheer excitement is brewing as the Xavier
faithful prepare for another
successful season.

colades including spots on
the ESPN All-America Third
Team and the watch list for
National Player of the Year.
Mack pointed out that everyone knows Bluiett is a prolific scorer, and he commended his senior, saying that he
has made improvements in
the offseason on other aspects
of the game outside of shooting such as the pick-and-roll.
Bluiett’s return to the
team was up in the air after
Xavier fell to Gonzaga in the
Elite Eight. He was assertive in saying that his return
to the team was fueled with
the drive to do something no
Xavier team has ever done
before, such as winning a National Championship.
He pointed to his own keys
for success for this year’s
team, using the phrase “attack and finish.”
Another key player that
Mack’s team returns is senior

J.P. Macura. His gritty, all-out
style of play makes him an
exciting player to watch on
the court. Mack spoke of Macura’s leadership remarking
that he also had a phenomenal
summer and is a player who
plays to win with a chip on his
shoulder.
Bluiett chimed in about his
teammate, asserting that he
has assumed a leadership role
in telling people where to be
and what to do on the floor.
Xavier returns yet another senior in forward Sean
O’Mara, who performed particularly well near the back
end of last season. Mack took
notice of the great shape that
O’Mara is in and said confidence and consistency will
be key for him coming off
a strong postseason. Mack
made the assessment that
O’Mara will be successful this
season, provided he doesn’t
get into early foul trouble.

This seemed to be a problem
not only with O’Mara but
with all of the forwards last
season.
The Musketeers have a
new face at their disposal—
Kerem Kanter, a graduate
transfer from Turkey who
originally played at Wisconsin Green-Bay. Mack noted
that Kanter’s game is different than most big men, stating that he adds something
different being able to step
out past the three-point line:
the “euro style of basketball.”
Kanter said he feels comfortable at Xavier and believes he has good players
around him. He maintained
that he has been working
on his overall game as well.
O’Mara spoke about Kanter,
saying that his arrival has allowed him to aid in personal
development.
O’Mara also remarked that
Kanter is multifaceted, which

Scruggs played three seasons
in Indiana at Southport High
School before he transferred
to Prolific Prep in California
for his senior season. He was
limited to only five games at
the basketball powerhouse on
the west coast before shutting
down his season in December.
Scruggs, a 6’3,” 207-pound
guard, is a physically imposing figure who knows how
to control the floor and distribute as a true point guard.
Look for him to be aggressive
and use his athleticism to attack the basket and create opportunities.
Naji Marshall, a consensus
four-star recruit from Greenbelt, Md., who graduated
from the same high school as
David West and Stanley Burrell, brings a wealth of versatility to this Xavier team.
Listed at 6’7” and 218 pounds,
he has strong ball-handling
skills and an ability to score
both down low and from the
outside. On the defensive end,
he has the quickness to guard

wings if necessary and post
threats more often. As exemplified in the exhibition game
against Thomas More, Marshall can power his way to the
rim but use that deft touch to
shoot the long ball. He is extremely athletic, and early reports say he performed very
well in the preseason.
The third and final member
of the group is Elias Harden,
a 6’5,” 187-pound guard from
Georgia. Harden was a threestar recruit, but he finished
ranked 28th among all shooting guards in his class.
He shoots the ball well, especially under pressure, and
can drive the lane when necessary. He will have to fight
for minutes this year among
a stacked backcourt that includes Trevon Bluiett and J.P.
Macura, but he is loaded with
potential.
Overall, this is a class
that can bolster Xavier’s already-talented roster. It’s
built to help this team win
here and now.

Freshman forward Naji Marshall had an impressive showing in Xavier’s
exhibition game against Thomas More last week, scoring 16 points.

Analysis: Marshall, freshmen will produce for X

BY PAUL FRITSCHNER
Staff Writer

While the current 2018
recruiting has been small for
the Musketeers, the freshmen
who are about to take the
court for Xavier make up one
of the best recruiting classes
in school history.
Consistently ranked as
one of the top groups in the
country, the 2017 class has a
chance to build on some extraordinary
achievements
throughout the last few years.
Two members of the 2017
class are not on the team.
Kentrevious Jones did not
qualify academically and is
not currently attending Xavier, and Jared Ridder recently
transferred to Missouri State.
As a result, the class is down
to three members, but they
are still highly touted and extremely talented.
The most heralded of the
three recruits is Paul Scruggs,
a four-star recruit from Indianapolis who was ranked 29th
nationally by 24/7 Sports.
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10 Sportsketball Facts: For
the Real Fake Fans

Need some random knowledge so you will be fun at parties, just need to pretend to fit in on campus or genuinely
love Xavier Basketball? Look no further than this list!
1. The new student section can fit more than1,000
students. This is great news, but stay on top of
those X-pulse points!
2. You can spot Bill Murray at the Xavier basketball games supporting his son as one of Xavier’s
assistant coaches. Spotting him at the games is like
you’re playing Where’s Waldo, but once you do, you
feel incredibly blessed and immediately post to your
Snapchat story.
3. The cheerleading team wasn’t a Xavier recognized sport until recently. Before it was a club.
4. The mascots are technically a part of the cheer
team without the whole lifting and tumbling aspect.
5. You may need some super Scooby-Doo sleuthing
skills to figure out who the mascot is at the games.
There are four students who are the Blue Blob and
three students who are D’Artagnan.
6. Myth Alert: The Blue Blob was not created
because we won it in a competition against UC. The
Blue Blob’s true origin story was that kids were
scared of D’Artagnan, so the Blue Blob was created
to be a more kid-friendly mascot. No explanation on
the weird tongue accessory the mascot has, though!
7. D’Artagnan is based on the protagonist in the
Three Musketeers by Alexandre Dumas. He travels
to Paris after leaving home in hopes of joining the
Musketeers of the Guard. Through his journey, he
becomes friends with the three musketeers and begins an exciting adventure of state affairs.
8. The Dance Team is ranked seventh in the nation
and plans to bop to the top again this season.
9. Xavier and UC’s dance teams have a tradition of
dancing together during the halftime show for the
Crosstown Shootout games.
10. The Big East Conference is primarily made up
of Catholic colleges and universities.
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Aries: The walk-on of your choice will

Libra: Your cheering will single handedly bring Xavier to the Final Four this
season.

Taurus: By forgetting to get your ticket

Scorpio: You will live the dream and
Father Graham will invite you to sit with
him at the game. There, you will become
best friends.

Gemini: Buy some nachos and you will

Sagittarius: Crank out some homework before the game, you will thank
yourself later.

play in the last 10 minutes of the game.

for the game, you will run into Bill
Murray in the R-2 Lot.

win free tuition, but don’t question the
correlation.

Cancer: Get’cha head in the game and
watch Xavier bop to the top.

Capricorn: You will be blessed with
seeing the Blue Blob roll.

Leo: Make sure to work out and stretch
for the flex cam, there your true love
will find you or some weirdo. Who can
say?

Aquarius: You’re going to get hit in

Virgo: To prepare for basketball season,

Pisces: You will be on TV this Friday!

make sure to learn Space Jam by heart.

the face with a basketball.

Make sure to wave to your parents.

